
Solid model：

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEWFlat lay photo：

It's 4 layers combed yarn quilting cotton, soft and breathable. Hook side is half moon shape, elastic rib fabric has 
good stretchy which is made by (90% cotton + 10% spandex), 2 large ears can cover the wound completely, 
suitable for C-section mom to protect the wound after delivery, reduces abdominal tension, prevents wound from 
tearing and help with the wound healing.
100% cotton offer optimum moisture-management, antibacterial, and hypoallergenic are its biggest advantages. 
It's  extremely safe and healthy for the skin, especially for people with sensitive skin and sensitve parts of the
postpartum incision.

DESCRIPTION：

Double layer 
quilted cotton

4 layers 
combed yarn

skin-friendly，
absorb sweat，
hypo-allergenic

Material Reference:

Size Chart：
（OEM/ODM supported, Small MOQ 100pcs）

Material name： 1 HOOK & LOOP closure 2 Sticky Wool surface

3 Lumbar part (straight design) 4 Elastic rib fabric

Product Size Product Length The weight of 7-8
months pregnant

S

M

L

90cm

100cm

115cm

45-60kg

60-67.5kg

67.5-75kg

The weight 
before in labor

50-65kg

65-72.5kg

72.5-80kg

Suitable
waistline

70-85cm

80-100cm

95-110cm
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Solid model：

Flat lay photo：

DESCRIPTION：It's 4 layers combed yarn quilted cotton, 3 ears can be adjustable flexibility, but Cover C-section Incision 
is weaker than 2 ears belly binder of PAB-0001, suitable for natural birth.
The function of “Belly Binder” is to make the belly smaller with compression. Light compression from 
abdominal binder can support your natural transverse abdominal when you can't contract it yet and also 
slowly bringing the belly back to the spine. The role of belly binder is your transverse abdominal muscle.
Can customize 6 layers combed yarn quilted cotton

双层夹棉

4层纱布夹棉，
亲肤吸汗不致敏 

Material name： 1 HOOK & LOOP closure 2 Sticky Wool surface

3 Lumbar part (straight design) 4 Elastic rib fabric

Double layer 
quilted cotton

4 layers 
combed yarn

skin-friendly，
absorb sweat，
hypo-allergenic

Size Chart：
（OEM/ODM supported, Small MOQ 100pcs）

Product Size Product Length The weight of 7-8
months pregnant

S

M

L

90cm

100cm

115cm

45-60kg

60-67.5kg

67.5-75kg

The weight 
before in labor

50-65kg

65-72.5kg

72.5-80kg

Suitable
waistline

70-85cm

80-100cm

95-110cm

Material Reference:
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Solid model：

Flat lay photo：

DESCRIPTION：It's 4 layers combed yarn quilted cotton, this style used special material on the ear band and lumbar back, 
the feature is:
1.Straight strip mesh has big stretchy to tighten the abdomen, reduce abdominal tension, seamless overlap, 
scientific distribution pressure
2.Trapezoidal back part, elastic compression, spread lumbar stress and It fits the body perfectly.

Material name：

Size Chart：
（OEM/ODM supported, Small MOQ 100pcs）

Product Size Product Length The weight of 7-8
months pregnant

M

L

XL

100cm

110cm

120cm

60-67.5kg

67.5-75kg

75-82.5kg

The weight 
before in labor

65-72.5kg

72.5-80kg

80-87.5kg

Suitable
waistline

80-100cm

95-110cm

110-125cm

1 Straight strip mesh 2 Sticky Wool surface
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Abdominal turn emptied 
suddenly after delivery

To solve the abdominal 
gap issue after delivery.

Lock the middle gap 
in the abdomen

Middle elastic band to help lock the abdominal gap and speed up the closing process

Upgraded 2 ears Belly Binder with 1 elastic band  *   Lock your abdomen



Solid model：

Flat lay photo：

Material name：

It's 4 layers combed yarn quilted cotton, this style also used special material on the ear band and lumbar 
back, the feature is:
1.Straight strip mesh has big stretchy to tighten the abdomen, reduce abdominal tension, seamless overlap, 
scientific distribution pressure
2.arc-shaped back, elastic compression, spread lumbar stress and It fits the body perfectly.
3.4pcs steel bone can give back support to relieve back pain.

1 Straight strip mesh 2 Elastic rib fabric

4 Sticky Wool surface

DESCRIPTION：

3 4pcs steel bone

5 HOOK & LOOP closure

Size Chart：
（OEM/ODM supported, Small MOQ 100pcs）

Product Size Product Length The weight of 7-8
months pregnant

M

L

XL

95cm

105cm

115cm

60-67.5kg

67.5-75kg

75-82.5kg

The weight 
before in labor

65-72.5kg

72.5-80kg

80-87.5kg

Suitable
waistline

80-100cm

95-110cm

110-125cm
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Packing Box

BELLY BINDER
POSTPARTUM RECOVERY
For maximum effect,we recommend that you wear it 42 days
after delivery. It should be worn 8-12 hours every day, taking
it off to shower. The longer you wear the quicker the results.

Wrap gently around waist for a softer touch

Fix one side first, and conbine with your waistline to fit the
other side with velcro

AFTER DELIVERY:

HOW TO WEAR

STEP1

STEP2

LOGO

SIZING CHART

CARE INSTRUCIONS

S belly measuring 70-85cm

belly measuring 80-100cm

belly measuring 95-110cm

belly measuring 105-125cm

M

L

XL

·Keep belly binder separate in a laundry bag when washing.
·Close the velcro to avoid hurting other colothes.
·DO NOT twist or wring.
·DO NOT bleach.
·Lay flat.
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BELLY BINDER

BELLY BINDER
POSTPARTUM RECOVERY
For maximum effect,we recommend that you wear it 42 days
after delivery. It should be worn 8-12 hours every day, taking
it off to shower. The longer you wear the quicker the results.

Wrap gently around waist for a softer touch

Fix one side first, and conbine with your waistline to fit the
other side with velcro

AFTER DELIVERY:

HOW TO WEAR

STEP1

STEP2

LOGO

SIZING CHART

CARE INSTRUCIONS

S belly measuring 70-85cm

belly measuring 80-100cm

belly measuring 95-110cm

belly measuring 105-125cm

M

L

XL

·Keep belly binder separate in a laundry bag when washing.
·Close the velcro to avoid hurting other colothes.
·DO NOT twist or wring.
·DO NOT bleach.
·Lay flat.
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BELLY BINDER

Frequently asked questions (FAQ)

Ans：Each batch material of Sheinshaper will testing through third-party assessment of detection of PH, 

formaldehyde and SGS Anti-toxin test before production, and all raw materials are passed test, then go 

ahead to the production.

Our cooperated dying supplier is famous factory in our country and provide dying service for many famous 

brand to such as PurCotton and Aqpa.

We can guarantee that all products no fluorescence agent.

Ans：The main material of belly binder is cotton gauze, elastic rib fabric, they are made by 100% cotton fiber 

and rib fabric content is 90% cotton fiber +10% spandex.

Ans：We supply the clients with OEM service, such as PurCotton, October queen and Japan Nishimatsuya.

Q1 .Dose the product reach the EU and FDA standards?

Q2 .Is the product made of pure cotton?

Q3 .Which brands cooperated with you at present?

Box material: 350g paper
Box surface: Matte finish

Brand logo: Can be customized
Box color: Can be customized

Box size: 160*30*320mm （can apply on all styles） 


